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Abst ract  
This paper develops four near-minimax rational approximation formulas for computing the positive zeros Js, 
s = 1,2, ... of the Bessel function Jo(x). Discrete best approximation techniques are used in each case to numerically 
determine the coefficients for the rational function that minimizes the maximum relative rror over the discrete domain 
s = 1, 2 . . . . .  These coefficients are then replaced by nearby rational numbers to obtain a convenient near-minimax 
approximation formula. Each of the resulting four approximations can be used to accurately compute j, for any s >t 1. 
The maximum relative rror for the four rational functions we develop range from 2.2 x 10-4 for the first approximation, 
down to 1.6 x 10-~5 for the fourth approximation. 
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1. Introduction 
The Bessel function Jo(x) has infinitely many positive zeros 
0<j l  < j2  < j3  < " " ,  
whose numerical values j~, s = 1, 2, ... are important in a variety of applied problems including: 
the solution of partial differential equations describing diffusion in regions bounded by 
surfaces of a cylindrical coordinate system; approximations to the roots of the Legendre poly- 
nomials. 
As noted in Watson [8], practical estimates for the larger zeros of Jo(x) date back 
to Stoke's method [6] and its extension by McMahon [5], as given by the asymptotic 
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approximation [1] 
CI C2 C3 C4 
j s~/3+~-+~-~+~-g+ fl---~, s---~ oo. (1.1) 
Here the rational constants cl = 1/8, c2 = - 31/384, c3 = 3779/15360, c4 = - 6277237/3440640 
and the parameter/3 = (s - 0.25)rc. Bickley and Miller [2] improved this analysis by extending (1.1) 
up through terms involving 1//313, where the additional constants beyond those given for (1.1) are 
cs = 2092163573/82575360, c6 = - 8249725736393/14533263360 and c7 = 423748443625564327/ 
22671890841600. Gerber [4] essentially used Bickley and Miller's extension of(1.1) to compute the 
larger roots corresponding to s = 11(1)100 in his table of first hundred positive zeros of Jo(x). 
Temme I-7] employed McMahon's approximation (1.1) to compute initial guesses in his cubic 
Newton's method for the iterative computat ion of the zeros of the general order Bessel function 
Ja(X). 
For a given value of m, the McMahon asymptotic approximation 
m 
j~ ~ /3 + ~ cjf1-2j+1 (1.2) 
j= l  
can be used to accurately compute the larger roots of Jo(x). The corresponding relative error 
rm(S) = I Js -- fl -- j~= l CJfl- 2j+ l l /js 
depends on both the size of s and the number of coefficients m. In Fig. 1 we plot the number of 
significant decimal digits of accuracy 
din(s) = - log10 [r,,(s)l 
furnished by (1.2), where the bottom through the top curves in Fig. 1 show dm(s) for the respective 
cases m = 1, 2, 3, 4. These four curves depict the number of significant decimal digits of accuracy 
that can be achieved using the successive partial sums of McMahon's  asymptotic approximation 
(1.1). 
It is clear from Fig. 1 that separate means beyond (1.1) must be used to obtain accurate values for 
L when s is small. It is worthwhile to determine some new approximation formulas for the accurate 
computation of all of the zeros j~, s ~> 1. One rational approximation we develop is 
1 1 (1012/8097) + (1193/7009)fl -2 
j s~f l+-~Rl . l (s)=f l+-f l  1 +(1120/563)/3 -2 9 (1.3) 
where as before fl = (s - 0.25)It. The relative error for this approximation is shown in Fig. 2, the 
minimum and maximum relative errors for (1.3) being -3 .03  × 10 -a and 3.05 x 10 -s. The 
approximation defined by (1.3) can be used to compute js correct to at least 7 significant decimal 
digits of accuracy for all s/> 1. 
In this paper we develop four rational approximation formulas for computing the positive zeroes 
of the Bessel function Jo(x). The maximum relative error for these approximations ranges from 
2.2 × 10 -4, down to 1.6 x 10-~ 5. Each of these four approximations is determined by discrete best 
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Fig. 1. Significant digits of accuracy din(s) for McMahon's approximation. The bottom through the top curves show 
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Fig. 2. Relative error for the near minimax approximation (1.3). 
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approximation techniques that minimize the maximum relative error for the particular ational 
approximation over the infinite domain s = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  The most accurate of the four approxima- 
tions is noteworthy because the corresponding rational function provides a convenient method for 
the efficient numerical computation of the positive zeros of Jo(x) correct to nearly 15 significant 
decimal digits of accuracy. In those applications where high precision is required, the use of this 
latter rational function avoids the need for lengthy tables of zeros or iterative root finding routines 
for computing js, s -- 1, 2, . . . .  
2. Min imax rational approximations 
The classical asymptotic approximat ion (1.2) wi th/3  = (s - 0.25)n suggests the more general 
family of rational approximat ions 
j~ ~ fl + ~ R.,k , (2.1) 
where it is no loss of generality to assume ql = 1 in the denominator of the rational function 
Rn k Pl q- P2f1- 2 Jr P3f1-4 -k "'" Jr Pn+ l (2.2) 
" = I Jr q2f1-2 -Jr q3f1-4 ~- "'" q- qk+lf1-2k " 
Given n and k, the goal is to determine numerically the n + k + 1 unknown coefficients pj, 
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Fig. 3. Significant digits of accuracy d.,k(S) for (2.1) using the coefficients from Table 1 in (2.2). The bottom through the 
top curves show d.,k(s) for the respective cases n = k = 0, 1,2, 3 in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Coefficients P = (Pl,P~ . . . . .  P,+l) and Q = (1,q2,q3, 
.... qk +1) for the near-minimax rational approximation 
(2.1)-(2.2) 
n = k = 0: Maximum relative error ro,0 = 2.21~× 10 -4 
P = \~-i-0~j 
Q =(1) 
n = k = 1 :Maximum relative error r1,1 = 3.05 × 10 -s  
=(1012 1193"] 
P \8097'  7009,,/ 
n = k = 2: Maximum relative error r2.2 = 6.92 x 10-12 
=(1055633 62823 3132`] 
P \8445o65' 50456' 3--~] 
( 108813 120337`] 
Q= 1, 10259' 9934 ] 
n = k = 3:Maximum relative error r3, 3 = 1.57 x 10-15 
= ( 1567450796 8903660 10747040 17590991"] 
P \12539606369' 2365861' 536751 ' ~ }  
29354255 76900001 67237052"] 
Q = 1, 954518'  431847'  44-4~i-]-J 
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with the approximation (2.1). In particular, we want to choose the p's and q's so that 
+1 maxljs-Ifl ~R.,k(~2)J /L=min, (2.3) 
where the maximum is taken over the set s = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  This is a discrete minimax approximation 
problem that can be solved numerically using appropriate modifications of the best approximation 
techniques discussed in Cody [3]. Our purpose here is to merely report some useful rational 
approximations that result from this type of numerical investigation. 
All of the numerical work was done with the MATLAB software package on a DELL 486D/50 
personal computer. This computing environment employs IEEE floating-point arithmetic with 
approximately a 16-significant decimal digit mantissa. For a given value of n and k, we solved the 
discrete best approximation problem defined by (2.3) and then closely approximated the resulting 
numerical values for the p's and q's with nearby rational numbers. In this manner we obtained 
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convenient near-minimax approximat ion with rational coefficients. The resulting rational coeffi- 
cients are listed in Table 1 for the four cases n = k = 0, 1, 2, 3. In reading Table 1 it is help- 
ful to observe that the coefficients for the entry n = k = 1 give the approximation specified 
before by (1.3). 
For  each approximat ion in Table 1 we also list the maximum relative error 
r , , k=max[ j s_ [ f l+ l  1 "s 
attained by the approximat ion over the domain s = 1,2,3, . . . .  In Table 1 the near-minimax 
approximat ion for the n = k = 3 entry is of particular interest because this rational approximat ion 
can be used to efficiently compute all of the rootsjs,  s >~ 1, with relative error less than 1.6 × 10-15 
In Fig. 3 we plot the number  of significant digits of accuracy 
d, ,k (S )=-  log10 Ijs -- [fl + 1 
realized by each of the four near-minimax rational approximat ions defined in Table 1. The bot tom 
through the top curves in Fig. 3 show d,,k(S) for the respective cases n = k = 0, 1, 2, 3 in Table 1. 
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